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Intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) reaction in a newly synthesized molecule, of 4-(1-morpholenyl) benzonitrile
(M6C), in AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles at different pool sizes has been studied by using steady-state
and time-resolved fluorescence emission spectroscopy. The pool size dependences of the reaction equilibrium
constant and reaction rate have been explained in terms of the average polarity of the confined solvent pools
estimated from the fluorescence emission Stokes shift of a nonreactive probe, coumarin 153, dissolved in
these microemulsions. The complex permittivity measurements in the frequency range 0.01 e ν/GHz e 2 for
these microemulsions at different pool sizes (0 e w0 e 40) and AOT concentrations (0.1 e c/M e 0.5) at
298.15 K have also been performed. At sufficient water content, a large dispersion with a relaxation time of
∼600 ps has been observed at ∼300 MHz and attributed to the average reorientation of water molecules
residing in the close vicinity of the polar interface of the AOT headgroup and n-heptane. The reorientation
of these interfacial water molecules is probably responsible for the nanosecond component observed in numerous
polar solvation dynamics experiments in these reverse micelles. Subsequently, the estimated polarity and the
measured reorientational time scale have been used to explain the dramatic slowing down of the ICT reaction
rate and its dependence on pool size in these confined environments.

I. Introduction

Inverted or reverse micelles made of surfactant (charged or
neutral), oil, and a polar solvent (not any polar solvent) are clear,
homogeneous, and thermodynamically stable solutions.1–41 In
such multicomponent mixtures, polar solvent molecules are
trapped in a confinement created by the self-aggregation of the
surfactant head groups, while the alkyl chain (“tail”) of the
surfactant molecules remains immersed in the bulk nonpolar
solvent (oil). Interestingly, surfactants with neutral or charged
head groups35 or even a mixture of surfactants with suitable
combinations of polar and nonpolar solvents in the presence of
a cosurfactant42 have also been found to form reverse micelles.
The anionic surfactant sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)-sulfosuccinate
(AOT) forms reverse micelles in the presence of water and a
nonpolar solvent (usually isooctane or heptane). In dilute
aqueous solutions of AOT, the reverse micelle droplets are
known to be spherical, and the radius of the trapped water pool
is given by r(0A) ≈ 2w0, where w0 denotes the ratio between
the molar concentration of water and the surfactant.5,35 Since
water in tiny volume plays a crucial role as a medium that
controls the function and dynamics near biological membranes
and active biomolecular surfaces, reverse micelles typify a
biological model of a living cell. They are also promising
candidates for synthesis of nanoparticles, drug transportation
to a specified position, and the subsequent delivery.

As the confinement severely affects the structure (mainly the
H-bond network) of water molecules and considerably modifies

several bulk solvent properties such as static dielectric constant,
viscosity, and compressibility, extensive research has been
carried out over the years to understand the effects of
surfactant-water interactions on the structure and dynamics of
the encapsulated water molecules.1–43 Experimental1–3 and
computer simulation27–29 studies have revealed that the long time
component of polar solvation energy relaxation is ∼1000 times
slower than that observed in bulk water and also shows a pool
size dependence. Vibrational echo studies of water in nanosized
droplets have indicated the presence of a significant ultrafast
component with a time constant of 30-50 fs in the decay of
the frequency autocorrelation function.26 Similar ultrafast decay
has been either observed or estimated in solvent pools of
quaternary microemulsions,9 lecithin vesciles,16 and catanionic
reverse micelles.42 Recently, photoinduced intramolecular charge
transfer (ICT) reaction has been studied in aqueous and several
nonaqueous AOT/heptane reverse micelles where the importance
of the reverse micelle interface to control a ICT process is
stressed.40,41 However, no attempt, even at the semiquantitative
level, has been made so far to correlate the rate and yield of a
reaction that possesses an activation barrier occurring in these
“nanoreactors” with the average polarity and dynamics of the
confined pool. In this article we report such a study where
photoinduced ICT reaction has been investigated in AOT/water/
heptane reverse micelles at different pool sizes. As the polarity
of a reaction medium plays a very important role in determining
both the yield and the rate of a twisted ICT (TICT) reaction,43–45

we have made a continuum model estimate of the average
polarity (in terms of static dielectric constant, ε0) of the
nanoconfinements in these microemulsions by following the
steady-state fluorescence emission of a nonreactive solvation
probe.46 In addition, dielectric relaxation studies have been
carried out to correlate the slowing down of the reaction rate
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with the “slow” orientational dynamics of the polar environment
trapped inside these microemulsions.

The molecule that we have used for studying the ICT reaction
is 4-(1-morpholenyl) benzonitrile and is designated as M6C in
Scheme 1. The structural similarity between M6C and 4-(1-
piperidinyl) benzonitrile (P6C) molecules43–45 have led us to
assume that the photoinduced charge transfer reaction in M6C
in polar media also occurs simultaneously with the twisting of
the morpholenyl group around the central bond joining the
benzonitryl moiety. Therefore, the photoinduced charge transfer
reaction in M6C may be termed as a twisted intramolecular
charge transfer (TICT) reaction. As shown in Scheme 1,
photoexcitation promotes M6C to the locally excited (LE) state
in the first excited electronic surface (S1), which is relatively
less polar and possesses charge distribution similar to that in
the ground state. The photoprepared LE state then either
undergoes ICT with the forward reaction rate kf or comes back
to the ground (S0) state with an average (radiative + nonradia-
tive) rate (kLE). Likewise, the charge transferred (CT) state can
go back to the LE state with a rate of kr or populates the ground
state via the radiative and nonradiative pathways with the
average rate, kCT. The activation barrier that separates the LE
state from the more polar CT state is expected to be ∼5kBT,45

where kBT denotes the Boltzmann constant times the absolute
temperature. Since time scales in such low barrier reactions are
typically in the picoseconds,47 the slow solvent modes with a
nanosecond time scale observed in these reverse micelles means
that the reaction may occur even before the solvent reorganiza-
tion is complete. In addition, the drastically reduced average
dielectric constant of the nanopool decreases the changes in
reaction free energy (-∆Gr) by substantially reducing the
equilibrium constant (Keq) for the LEf CT conversion reaction.
Since interactions with the surfactant head groups render the
nanoenvironment more rigid than the bulk polar solvent,2,3 the
twisting mode involved in the LEf CT conversion reaction is
also expected to experience more retardation. This, in turn,
would reduce the rate of such a reaction. The reduction in
dielectric constant, on the other hand, reduces the dielectric
contribution to the total friction and hence assists the twisting.
All these factors, therefore, lead to complicated environment
effects on TICT reaction rate in reverse micelles.

The present paper reports the following results. Quantum yield
and radiative rate are found to decrease with the pool size,
whereas the changes in reaction free energy and the nonradiative
rate increase with the size of the reverse micelles. As expected,
the formation of the CT state increases with pool size, and the
peak frequency of the CT emission band shifts toward lower
energy. The time-resolved emission decays of M6C have been
analyzed by using the kinetic framework employed earlier for
studying the TICT reaction of several substituted benzonitryl
derivatives in normal solvents,45 liquid mixtures,48–50 and
electrolyte solutions.51,52 Note that the emission decay of M6C
in heptane at several wavelengths across the emission band has
been found to be single exponential with only one time constant
of approximately 2 ns, which is very similar to the decay
characteristic of the closely related compound P6C in several
nonpolar solvents.45 For all pool sizes, the emission decay of
M6C collected near the LE peak wavelength is found to be a
biexponential function of time with shorter and longer decay
time constants. At a few pool sizes for which the CT emission
decay could be collected,53 the decay is characterized by a rise
component (negative amplitude) associated with a shorter time
constant (of the two time constants) and a longer decay time
constant. Also, the time constant associated with fast component
of the LE decay is found to be very similar with the risetime
constant of the CT decay. The shorter time constant is identified
with the reaction time for the LE f CT conversion reaction in
M6C, which decreases by a factor of 2 as the pool size swells
up by a factor of 33. Most importantly, the reaction time in
these confinements is in the range of 200-400 ps, which is
10-20 times slower than that for M6C in the moderately polar
(ε0 ∼ 10) bulk solvents. The estimated dielectric constant at
the largest pool size (w0 ≈ 37) is found to be ∼4 times less
than that of the bulk water. The dielectric relaxation measure-
ments in these microemulsions at 0.5 M AOT indicate the
presence of a Cole-Davidson-type relaxation process with time
constants in the range of 500-800 ps. This orientation relaxation
time scale is therefore well-correlated with the slow reaction
time scales (200-400 ps) found in the AOT/heptane/water
reverse micelles.

The organization of the rest of the article is as follows.
Experimental details are discussed in Section II, followed by
results and discussion in Section III. Concluding remarks are
given in Section IV.

II. Experimental Details

M6C was synthesized by following the protocol given in the
literature.54,55 Approximately 1.5 g (12 mmol) of 4-fluoroben-
zonitrile (Alfa Aesar, 99%) and the triple molar quantity of
morpholine (4 g, 46 mmol) (LOBA CHEMIE, India) were
dissolved in 25 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (Aldrich) and stirred
in refluxed conditions for 24 h at 365 K. The mixture was then
cooled and poured into 500 mL water (Millipore), and the
product separated by filtration was dried and recrystalized three
times from cyclohexane (Merck, Germany). Purity of the
compound was checked by thin layer chromatography and
monitoring the excitation wavelength dependence of fluores-
cence emission in several bulk polar and nonpolar solvents.

AOT (g98%, Fluka, Switzerland, purum, and Sigma, g99%)
was used after vacuum drying for 24 h. Spectroscopic grade
n-heptane (Merck, g99.5%) was used after drying over mo-
lecular sieves and filtration. Laser grade coumarin 153 (C153)
was purchased from Exciton and used as received. Solutions
were made by dissolving a measured amount of solid AOT in
n-heptane (heptane hereafter) by volumetric method. Subse-

SCHEME 1
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quently, deionized water (Millipore) was added to the solution
to obtain appropriate w0, where w0 denotes the ratio of molar
concentration of water to AOT. The concentration of AOT in
all reverse micelles was maintained at 0.1 M. The mixtures were
then gently stirred to obtain transparent, homogeneous, and
thermodynamically stable solutions.

Steady-state absorption and emission spectra were recorded
respectively by using a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, UV-2450)
and a fluorimeter (SPEX fluoromax-3, Jobin-Yvon, Horiba). The
solute concentration was maintained at a sufficiently dilute
concentration (e10-5 M) by adjusting the absorbance of the
sample to ∼0.1. For a given sample, the peak wavelength (λ)
of the absorption spectrum was used as the excitation wave-
length for the corresponding emission scan. The fluorescence
emission spectra were suitably corrected and background
subtracted for further processing. Note that all the spectroscopic
studies reported here were carried out by using only one
excitation wavelength corresponding to the peak of the absorp-
tion spectrum, even though these systems are microscopically
heterogeneous and show excitation wavelength dependence.1–3,42

A few samples were bubbled with dry argon gas, which
produced very little or no effects on the overall appearance of
the spectra for C153 and M6C in solutions and also on the decay
kinetics for the TICT molecule. We used the emission peak
frequency versus dielectric field factor correlation curve56,57 in
order to estimate the average dielectric constant of the polar
pool from the emission of C153 dissolved in these micro-
emulsions.

The equilibrium constants (Keq) and the change in reaction
free energy (-∆Gr) for the LE f CT conversion reaction in
M6C were then determined from the area under the LE and CT
bands obtained after deconvolution of the full emission spectrum
of M6C in a given microemulsion into two fragments by using
the reference emission spectrum of M6C in perfluorohexane.45,50,51

Algebraic addition of the shifts of the emission spectra from
the peak of the reference emission spectrum to the aVerage peak
frequency of the reference emission spectrum then provided the
emission peak frequencies of the LE and CT bands. The aVerage
of the reference emission peak frequency was calculated by
averaging the numbers obtained by fitting the upper half of the
reference emission spectrum with an inverted parabola, the first
moment, and the arithmetic mean of the frequencies at half-
intensities on both blue and red ends of the emission spectrum.56,57

Absorption peak frequencies were obtained by calculating the
first moments of the absorption spectra. The error associated
with the peak frequency determination is typically (250 cm-1,
and that associated with the band area is ∼10% (of the reported
value). Lifetime data for measuring radiative and nonradiative
rates and time-resolved fluorescence emission intensity decay
data for M6C in microemulsions were collected by using a time-
correlated single photon counting apparatus (Lifespec, Edin-
burgh Instruments) with excitation wavelengths at 299 nm and
an emission band-pass of 8 nm. The full width at half-maximum
of the instrument response function (IRF) was ∼475 ps. The
emission decay collected at magic angle was then deconvoluted
from the IRF and fitted to the multiexponential function of time
using an iterative reconvolution algorithm.45 For a few samples,
emission decays collected at wavelengths near the peak and at
half-intensities on both the blue and red ends of the LE emission
band. These decays were found to fit globally to a biexponential
function of time with short and long time constants.58

The total complex permittivity, ε*(ν) ) ε′(ν) - iε′′ (ν) of the
samples were measured by using a time domain reflectometer,
where ε′(ν) and ε′′ (ν) respectively denote the relative permit-

tivity and dielectric loss of the solutions. The technique covers
the frequency range of ∼0.01 e ν/GHz e 2.59,60 ε′′ (ν) is
obtained from the experimentally accessible total loss, η′′ (ν),
by using the relation ε′′ (ν) ) η′′ (ν) - κ/2πνγ0, where κ is the
specific conductivity of the solution, and γ0 is the vacuum
permittivity. The uncertainty in the measurements of ε′(ν) and
η′′ (ν) relative to the static permittivity of the sample is within
(2%. The electrical conductivity measurements of the solutions
were done by using a Consort Ion/EC Meter C733 equipped
with platinum electrodes calibrated with 0.1 M KCl solutions.60

All the measurements reported here were performed at T(K) )
298.15 ( 0.05.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Estimation of the Average ε0 of the Confined Pool. As
the polarity of a medium plays a dominant role in controlling
the yield as well as the rate of a TICT reaction, one would like
to know the average dielectric constant (ε0) of the polar
solvent pools inside the microemulsion droplets at various
water concentrations. The following empirical relation is used
to estimate the average ε0 of the solvent pools from the
emission peak frequency (νem) of C153 dissolved in these
microemulsions:56

νem
(103cm-1)) 23.12- 5.06[(ε0 - 1) ⁄ (ε0 + 2)]-

1.5[(n2 - 1) ⁄ (n2 + 2)] (1)

where n denotes the refractive index of the solvent. Note that
the above empirical relation and similar ones (for anthracene
and its substituted derivatives) have previously been found57,61

to be successful in semiquantitative estimation of the local
density around an attractive solute in supercritical fluids. Here
we assume the refractive index of the trapped pool as that of
bulk water. A simple numerical inversion of the above relation
with a given value of νem then provides an estimate of the
average ε0. Note that, for these microemulsions, the estimated
value of ε0 corresponding to a value of νem is not a unique one,
as the latter (emission peak frequency) shows excitation
wavelength dependence in these microscopically heterogeneous
systems.1–3,35 Nevertheless, this approach provides a qualitative
understanding of the confinement effects on the medium polarity
and could be useful for assessing the pool-size-dependent
environment effects on a chemical reaction. The values of ε0

estimated by using eq 1 are shown as a function of pool size
(w0) in Figure 1. Representative emission spectra of C153 in
AOT/water reverse micelles at several pool sizes are provided
in the Supporting Information (Figure S1). It is evident from
Figure 1 that the bulk dielectric constant of water decreases
drastically upon confinement, which has also been predicted
by a recent simulation study.62 Also note that the dielectric
constant of the confined pool increases as the size of the pool
grows upon addition of water. At w0 ≈ 37, the dielectric constant
is almost one-third that of bulk water.

The drastic reduction of the dielectric constant upon confine-
ment may be connected to the substantial slowing down of the
polar solvation dynamics in AOT/water reverse micelles1–3,6–10

as follows. The curvature of the potential energy surface in
which the polar solvation energy relaxes is determined by the
longitudinal component of the wavevector (k)-dependent static
dielectric constant εL(k) at its long wavelength limit.63,64 As ε0

decreases, the curvature becomes flatter, and consequently the
relaxation becomes slower. Therefore, the solvent dynamics in
response to a photoexcited probe becomes slower in AOT/water
reverse micelles on at least two counts: they are the reduction
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of ε0 and the sluggish movements (both rotational and trans-
lational) of the solvent molecules due to the increase in
microviscosity (or rigidity) upon confinement. Interestingly,
however, the dramatic slowing down of the long time component
(∼1000 times slower than in bulk water) observed in the Stokes
shift dynamics is absent in the vibrational echo decays and
vibrational echo peak shift measurements.25,26 Vibrational echo
experiments report a pool-size-dependent dynamics and, most
importantly, reveal that the long time dynamics in the smallest
pool is slowed down by a factor of 10 only, even though a large
ultrafast component with a time constant of ∼40 fs is found to
be present in the frequency-frequency correlation function
(FFCF).26 Simulation studies have interpreted the slow solvent
dynamics in terms of electrostatic ion-solvent interactions,27,28,65

although the echo experiments26 assert that the geometric
confinement rather than the ionic strength is responsible for the
sluggish movement of the solvent particles inside the micro-
emulsions. We therefore believe that the flattening of the surface
curvature due to the drastic reduction of the average dielectric
constant of water in concert with the slower solvent orientational
relaxation renders the dielectric response of the solvent to an
excited solute probe ∼1000 times slower in confined environ-
ments than that in the bulk. Subsequently, the modified solvent
dynamics contributes to the slowing down of a TICT reaction
occurring inside the reverse micelles.

B. Estimation of the Solvent Orientational Relaxation
Time Scale in the Confined Pool. The frequency (ν)-dependent
real, ε′(ν), and loss, ε′′ (ν), components of the complex permit-
tivity of AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles are analyzed
simultaneously with various conceivable relaxation models by
using a least-squares technique.66 The experimental permittivity
has been fitted to the following general function:

ε*(ν)) ε∞ +
ε0 - ε∞

[1+ (j2πντ)1-R]�
(2)

where the observed dispersion is attributed to only one single
step, with ε∞ as the infinite (or optical) frequency dielectric
constant, τ as the relaxation time, and j2 ) -1. R and � are
two constants that define several relaxation processes. For
example, the Cole-Davidson (CD) process corresponds to R
) 0 and 0 < � e 1; the Cole-Cole (CC) process corresponds
to � ) 1 and 0 < Re 1, and the Debye (D) process corresponds
to R ) 0 and � ) 1.67 Note that the measurements were done
at w0 values avoiding the steep rise in the specific conductivity,
κ (see Figure S2, Supporting Information).

Figures S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information suggest that
a dispersion step at ∼300 MHz exists for solutions containing
sufficient amounts of water. A solution containing 0.5 M AOT
and no water (that is, w0 ) 0) does not show any dispersion at
∼300 MHz. This indicates that the observed dispersion might
be due to the reorientation of water molecules residing in the
close proximity of the polar interface in the reverse micelles.68

The dielectric relaxation parameters obtained after fitting the
permittivity data for various w0 values at 0.5 M AOT are
summarized in Table 1. The goodness of fit parameter (	2)
shown in the table (Table 1) obtained after considering both
the Cole-Davidson and Debye processes suggest that both of
the processes seem to describe the relaxation processes reason-
ably well. Note that the data for reverse micelles that contain
0.1 M AOT are not included, as permittivity measurements did
not signal any relaxation processes within the experimental
window for these samples. It may be that, for dispersion to be
observed in microemulsions, a sufficient amount of water
molecules should be present in the system.69

Note that the time scale (τ values) for w0 values ranging from
10 to 40 at an AOT concentration of 0.5 M is lying in the range
of 600-800 ps. This time scale, when inserted in a continuum
model expression along with the values of ε0 and ε∞, produces
longitudinal relaxation time scales for dipole solvation in the
range of half a nanosecond.63,64 This time scale is strikingly
similar to what has been observed in numerous solvation
dynamics experiments in AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles.2–10

As already discussed in the Introduction, these slow solvent time
scales are expected to substantially slow down the TICT reaction
rate in these confined environments. Note that the values of ε0

at different pool sizes given in Table 1 represent the static
permittivity of the microemulsion but not the static permittivity
of water in the system. Also, ε∞ not only comprises contributions
from polarizability but also contains contributions from more
bulk-like water in the center of the pools. This is the reason for
the strong rise of ε∞ with the increase in pool size. However,
the polarity of water in the pool can be given by the dispersion
amplitude, ∆ε ) ε0 - ε∞. Assuming now that all water in the
system contributes to this dispersion (which is, of course, not
completely true), the static dielectric constant at a given
pool can be roughly estimated as follows: ε0 (ω0) ≈ 3 + ∆ε(ω0)
× CW (100)/CW (ω0), where CW(100) and CW(ω0) are the molar
concentrations of pure water and water at a given w0, respec-
tively. Using this relation, the estimated values for the “true”
ε0 for confined water at w0 values of 20, 30, and 40 become
16, 12, and 17, respectively. These values, although smaller than
those obtained from the peak shift studies, now compare
reasonably with the data presented in Figure 1. The following
could be the possible reasons for this: (i) the surfactant
concentration is larger (0.5 M) for permittivity studies than that
(0.1 M) used for emission studies, (ii) a very approximate
method used for the estimate, and (iii) while in emission studies,
the probe senses the “average” polarity of the environment
constituted by both the “bound” and “free” water molecules
inside the reverse micelles and also the interactions due to the
ions; only the water molecules that are mobile (“free”) or
partially free contribute to the dielectric relaxation. Therefore,
every component in the confined pool contributes to the average
polarity and hence influences the yield of a reaction (static
effects), whereas only the relatively free dipolar molecules
participate in the dynamical solvent control via the orientational
relaxation.

Figure 1. Estimated values of static dielectric constant (ε0) at different
pool sizes (w0) as reported by the peak frequencies of the emission
spectra of a nonreactive solvation probe in AOT/water/heptane reverse
micelles. The pool size is controlled by varying the water concentration
at a particular surfactant concentration (here AOT) in the microemul-
sion. That is, w0 ) [water]/[AOT].
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C. TICT Reaction in AOT/Water/Heptane Reverse Mi-
celles: Steady-State Fluorescence Study. Representative ab-
sorption and emission spectra of M6C in reverse micelles at
two different pool sizes and those in water and heptane are
shown in Figure 2. Relative to M6C in heptane, the broadening
as well as red-shift in the absorption spectra in reverse micelles
(upper panel, Figure 2) clearly indicate that the solute (M6C)
molecule is interacting with the polar environment inside these
microemulsions. The absorption spectrum in water, however,
shows the maximum broadening and largest shift due to larger
solvent polarity (ε0 ≈ 80). The emission spectra shown in the
lower panel (Figure 2) indicate that the CT population increases
as the pool size becomes larger. This is consistent with the data
shown in Figure 1, where the estimated average polarity of the
confined pool is found to increase with the pool size (w0). The
emission spectra also seems to suggest that the LE f CT
conversion reaction for M6C takes place almost irreversibly in
water, whereas the formation of CT is strongly disfavored in
heptane. Also, there is a possibility that being soluble in heptane,
M6C could also be partitioned into the heptane and micellar
pseudophases and the two peaks in the emission profile might
correspond to the emissions from these two different envi-
ronments.35,40 However, the difference between these two peaks
is ∼8000 cm-1, which is too large a shift for M6C to be caused
by the polarity of the confined solvent pool. This is further
supported by the emission spectra of M6C in bulk solvents with
different values of ε0 (Figure S5, Supporting Information).
Therefore, the emission spectra of M6C in reverse micelles
shown in Figure 2 are indeed representing emissions from the

LE and CT states of the photoexcited molecule dissolved in
the confined solvent pool.

The pool size dependence of spectral peak frequency and
bandwidth of M6C is shown in Figure 3, where the values at
“zero” water concentration are also shown (filled symbols). As
expected, the absorption peak frequency (left-upper panel) shifts
toward lower energy by ∼200 cm-1 as the pool size swells up
by a factor of ∼33. The absorption bandwidth (right-upper
panel) also broadens by similar amount. Note that the red-shift
in absorption spectrum with concomitant broadening with
solvent polarity has also been observed previously for other ICT
molecules and nonreactive probes in a number of different
solution environments. The peak frequency for the LE emission
band (left-middle panel) shows a blue-shift with the increase
in w0, which is counterintuitive because the increase in average
polarity with w0 is expected to shift the LE band toward lower
energy.45,46 Even though the total LE shift observed in the whole
range of w0 is merely 250 cm-1, the systematic nature of the
variation may be real, and we do not know the reasons for such
a behavior. The pool size dependencies of the CT emission peak
frequency and bandwidth are shown in the lower panels of
Figure 3. Note here that the CT emission peak frequency at the
first nonzero value of w0 (that is, w0 ) 1.1) is about 4500 cm-1

TABLE 1: Dielectric Relaxation Data as Obtained from the Permittivity Measurements at Different Pool Sizes (w0) in AOT/
Water/Heptane Reverse Micelles with AOT Concentration at 0.5 Ma

[AOT] (M) w0 ε0 τ (ps) � ε∞ ∆ε ) ε0 - ε∞ �CD
2 �D

2

0.50 10 7.453 866.0 0.9493 4.329 3.124 0.0143 0.0210
0.50 20 7.940 639.4 0.7703 5.634 2.306 0.0098 0.0144
0.50 30 9.401 501.3 0.8591 6.846 2.555 0.0139 0.0085
0.50 40 13.59 678.6 0.7730 8.574 5.016 0.0173 0.0142

a Here, ε0 and ε∞ respectively denote the static and infinite frequency dielectric constants of the droplets, τ is the relaxation time responsible
for the dispersion (ε0 - ε∞), and � is the coefficient associated with the distribution of environment in the Cole-Davidson description of
orientational relaxation. 	CD

2 and 	D
2 are the reduced error for the corresponding Cole-Davidson and simple Debye fits (with the same parameter

values as with CD) to the data.

Figure 2. Representative absorption (upper panel) and emission (lower
panel) spectra of the TICT molecule M6C at two different values of
w0 as well as those in heptane (blue) and water (red). The spectra at w0

) 7.4 are denoted by dashed-dotted lines (pink), and those at w0 )
36.7 are denoted by dashed lines (dark green).

Figure 3. Spectral peak frequencies (νpk, left panels) and bandwidths
(Γ, right panels) of M6C in AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles at
different values of w0. The filled symbols (gray) denote the values of
these spectral quantities at w0 ≈ 0. Note that, for the LE and CT
emission bands, the widths (Γ) represent the inhomogeneous widths.
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red-shifted from the LE peak frequency of M6C in heptane.
This suggests that M6C is indeed interacting with the polar
environment of the reverse micelles. Also, the CT band shows
a red-shift of approximately 4000 cm-1 for changing w0 from
∼1 to ∼37 and accompanies total narrowing of the bandwidth
(inhomogeneous) of about 750 cm-1. The large amount of red-
shift in the CT band indicates stronger solute-solvent polar
interactions in the bigger solvent pools. The large value of the
bandwidth at w0 ≈ 1 indicates strong heterogeneity in the
environment around the reactant molecule. The bandwidth,
however, decreases with w0, as the larger pool size leads to
increased “homogenization” of the environment. Note that the
polarity dependence of the CT emission peak frequency and
bandwidth for M6C in reverse micelles via w0 is also similar to
those for a few TICT molecules in electrolyte solutions,51 and
nonreactive solvation probes in neat solvents.46

Next we turn our attention to the spectral properties observed
in the microemulsions in the absence of any added water. More
precisely, what does the values of peak frequencies (absorption
and emission), bandwidths and other steady state properties
(shown by the filled gray symbols) at w0 ≈ 0 mean? There is
always a finite possibility that a trace amount of water could
be present as an impurity in either heptane or in the surfactant
(AOT is known to absorb moisture), or even in both, that would
lead to the formation of a cavity with trapped water molecules
in it. In such a scenario, the cavity radius may easily be in the
range of 2-3 0A (approximately the size of an oxygen atom).
Since the van der Waals radius of M6C is ∼3.5 0A,45 the cavity
would be able to barely accommodate an M6C molecule.
Consequently, the rotation of the donor moiety (the morpholenyl
group in M6C) would be severely hindered as a result of the
close proximity of the surfactant head groups to the molecule
undergoing reaction in such a narrow pore. The effects of the
low polarity and severe spatial restriction at w0 ≈ 0 are then
likely to be manifested in several properties such as the
stabilization energies (peak frequencies), formation of LE and
CT populations, equilibrium constant and finally on the reaction

rate. Interestingly, the spectral properties obtained at w0 ≈ 0
are strongly related with those at other nonzero values of w0,
suggesting that average polarity of the confined pool could
indeed be a good correlating property for TICT reactions in
such confined media. Note, however, that the CT bandwidth at
w0 ≈ 0 is narrower by ∼750 cm-1 compared to that at w0 ≈ 1,
and almost the same at w0 ≈ 37. The presence of very few
water molecules in the cavity at w0 ≈ 0 cannot form multiple
solvation layers, and thus the extent of spatial heterogeneity in
this pool size may not be large. This might be one of the
probable reasons for the comparable bandwidths at these two
extreme pool sizes.

The pool size (w0) dependence of the CT/ LE area ratio (RCT/
RLE) for M6C in reverse micelles is presented in Figure 4 (upper
panel). The area under each band (Rx, x ) CT or LE) has been
calculated as discussed previously.45 Note here that the CT/LE
ratio increases as the pool size becomes larger. This suggests
that the formation of the CT state is increasingly favored as w0

grows larger with successive addition of water at a fixed
surfactant concentration. Note that the area ratio (RCT/RLE) is 4
times larger at w0 ≈ 37 than that at w0 ≈ 0. The fact that the
CT population is ∼10% at w0 ≈ 0 and none in heptane suggests
that M6C is located either at the polar interface of the
microemulsion or partially encapsulated inside the cavity. We
would like to mention here that the LE population also derives
contribution from those M6C molecules that may be partitioned
into the heptane phase.35,40 As the formation of CT population
is severely inhibited in nonpolar solvents such as heptane, the
growth of the CT/LE ratio with w0 is directly linked to the
average polarity (ε0) of the solvent pool encapsulated in these
reverse micelles. The average polarity of the pool, however,
cannot entirely control the formation of the CT state as the
confinement exerts restriction on the rotation of the donor group
(morpholenyl group in M6C). The extra restriction arises from
the enhanced rigidity of the solvent molecules due to confine-
ment. The effects of the environmental rigidity is best under-
stood when the CT/ LE area ratio at a particular w0 is compared
with that in bulk solvents with comparable dielectric constant.

Figure 4. The ratio between the areas under the CT and LE emission
bands (RCT/RLE), the change in reaction free energy (-∆Gr) associated
with the LE f CT conversion and quantum yield (Φ) for M6C are
shown as a function of w0. For further discussion, see text.

Figure 5. Representative time-resolved LE emission decays of M6C
dissolved in AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles at two different pool
sizes: w0 ≈ 0 (blue circles) and at w0 ≈ 24 (red triangles) along with
time constants and 	2 values obtained from biexponential fits (solid
lines going through the symbols). The residuals (color-coded) for these
pool sizes are shown in the lower panels. The amplitudes (a1 and a2)
at w0 ≈ 0 and w0 ≈ 24 are (0.86, 0.14) and (0.71, 0.29), respectively.
Note the LE emission decays were collected at wavelengths corre-
sponding to the peak of the steady state emission spectra.
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For example, the ratio (RCT/RLE) at w0 ≈ 37 is 0.56, whereas it
is ∼15 in bulk propanol (ε0 ≈ 20.5).69 Therefore, in a polar
pool with comparable ε0, the area ratio for M6C is almost 27
times less than that in bulk propanol.69 As the area ratio is
connected to the equilibrium constant (Keq) for the LE f CT
conversion reaction in M6C, this reduction in area ratio is
translated to a lowering of Keq by a factor of ∼14 at w0 ≈ 37.
Subsequently, the change in reaction free energy (-∆Gr)
associated with the conversion reaction is calculated by using
the relation

-∆Gr )RT ln Keq )RT ln[RCTνLE
3 ⁄RLEνCT

3] (3)

and shown as a function of pool size in the middle panel of
Figure 4. As expected, -∆Gr is following the trend of RCT/RLE

depicted in the upper panel of Figure 4. Note that the pool-
size-dependent -∆Gr varies from negative to positive values,
indicating that an unfavorable LEf CT conversion reaction in
smaller pool sizes becomes favorable in bigger microemulsion
droplets. In fact, the equilibrium constant is ∼7 times larger at
w0 ≈ 37 than that at w0 ≈ 0. Note also that -∆Gr at w0 ≈ 37
is approximately 7 times smaller than that in the bulk propanol,
suggesting a substantial slowing down of the reaction upon
confinement.

We have estimated quantum yield, radiative and nonra-
diative rates, and transition moments for M6C in all pool
sizes. The following relation has been used to determine the
quantum yield:45

Φ)ΦR(nS
2

nR
2)( IS

IR
)(1- 10-0.5AR

1- 10-0.5AS) (4)

where nx is the refractive index of the reference solution (R)
and sample (S). For sample, the refractive indices are assumed
to be the same as that of bulk water. I denotes the integrated
emission intensity, and A is the absorbance. Quinine sulfate
dihydrate in 0.05 M H2S04 has been used as the reference (ΦR

) 0.508).45 Values of net quantum yields as well as those for
LE and CT emission bands for M6C calculated by using eq 4
are shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. Note that both the
net quantum yield and that associated with the LE band decrease
as w0 increases, whereas the quantum yield for the CT band
initially increases and then saturates with w0. Interestingly, the
pool size dependence of the quantum yields for M6C is similar
to the electrolyte concentration dependence for several related
compounds in electrolyte solutions studied earlier.50,51 A partial
restoration of the three-dimensional H-bond network at higher
w0 values is probably the reason for the observed decrease, since
extensive H-bond network in water is known to augment the
nonradiative relaxation channels. A recent study of TICT
reaction in water-tertiary butanol (water-TBA) mixtures has
also indicated that partial destruction of the H-bond network of
water at higher TBA concentration leads to the increase in net
quantum yield.50 The net quantum yield of M6C at w0 ≈ 37 is
also found to be similar to those (∼0.045 ( 0.01) in some
moderately polar bulk solvents such as ethyl acetate (ε0 ) 6.02)
and tetrahydrofuran (ε0 ) 7.58).70

The radiative (kLE
rad) rate has been determined by using the

following relation:45 kLE
rad ) φLE/〈τLE〉 , where the average LE

lifetime has been calculated from the amplitudes (ai) and time
constants (τi) obtained by fitting the relevant LE emission decays
(shown later in Figure 6) as follows: 〈τLE〉 ) Σi aiτi/Σi ai. The
nonradiative rate for LE (kLE

nr ) is then calculated by using the
relation45 kLE

nr ) (1 - φLE)/〈τLE〉 . These quantities have been
calculated at several values of w0 and are summarized in Table

2. The error bar associated with the calculation of these radiative
and nonradiative rates is typically ( 15% about the values
reported here. Since CT quantum yield is very small (lower
panel, Figure 4), the radiative rate for the CT emission band
has not been calculated. Data in Table 2 indicate that, while
the radiative rate (kLE

rad) decreases with w0, the nonradiative rate
(kLE

nr ) increases with the pool size. The net absorption transition
moments of the composite absorption band (S0 f La + S0 f
Lb) is calculated as follows:45

Mabs ⁄ D) 9.584 × 10-2[1
n∫

abs

(ε(ν) ⁄ M-1cm-1)dν
ν ]1⁄2

(5)

where ε(ν) is the molar decadic extinction coefficient. The
results obtained by using eq 5 for M6C at various values of w0

are shown in Table 2, and the error bar associated with the
calculation is ( 15% (of the reported value). It is evident from
this table that these absorption transition moments do not show
any dependence on pool size, which was also found for several
TICT molecules in neat solvents,45 electrolyte solutions,51,52 and
water-TBA mixtures at higher alcohol mole fractions.50

D. Time-Resolved Studies of TICT Reaction in Reverse
Micelles: Pool Size Dependence. The TICT reaction in M6C
has been studied in seven different pool sizes to investigate the
pool size dependence of the reaction rate and its relation to the
slow orientational relaxation time observed in the dielectric
relaxation experiments. As already mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, emission decays of M6C in all pool sizes have been found
to be biexponential with time. This is rather interesting because,
with solvent dynamics being sluggish in confined environments,
the reaction is expected to not be in the rapid solvent equilibra-
tion limit.45 This would then lead to a deviation from the

Figure 6. Time constants (τi, i ) short or long) and amplitudes (ai)
obtained after fitting the LE emission decays with biexponential function
of time at different pool sizes (w0). τshort is assumed to be the reaction
time (τrxn) for the LE f CT conversion reaction in M6C.

TABLE 2: Pool Size (w0)-Dependent Radiative,
Nonradiative, and Absorption Transition Moments of M6C
AOT/Water/Heptane Reverse Micelles

w0 KLE
rad (107 s-1) KLE

nr (109 s-1) Mabs (D)

0.0 3.097 0.467 3.6
1.1 3.003 0.569 3.5
2.5 2.653 0.607 3.2
7.4 2.067 0.680 3.6
14.8 1.754 0.690 3.3
24.5 1.587 0.724 3.6
36.7 1.531 0.757 3.8
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biexponential character of the time-resolved emission intensity
decay, questioning the validity of the classical two-state
reversible reaction mechanism as described previously.45 Also,
because of the microscopic heterogeneity both in the solvent
structure and dynamics as well as the solute distribution, a
stretched exponential rather than a simple biexponential function
is expected to properly describe the decay kinetics. The fact
that a time dependent biexponential function can sufficiently
describe the decay kinetics in reverse micelles is probably a
reflection of the recently discovered ultrafast motions of the
water molecules in AOT reverse micelles.26 As the reactive
motion in the TICT framework involves rotation (twisting) of
the donating group, the friction it experiences is largely dictated
by the molecular length scale processes and hence coupled to
the nearest-neighbor solvent spatial correlations.63 In such a
length scale, the dynamical solvent modes are governed by the
slow solvent orientational and translational motions.63,64 How-
ever, if the initial solvent response is extremely rapid with large
amplitude, then the ultrafast solvent modes can bring back the
reaction significantly close to the rapid solvent equilibrium limit.
This may be the reason for the observed biexponential decay
of the time-resolved intensity emission decays in the reverse
micelles at different pool sizes. It may also be that the broader
time resolution (∼475 ps) employed in this study has led to the
absence of the faster time scales, and consequently the decay
appears to be biexponential in time.

Representative biexponential fits to the emission decays
collected at peak wavelength of LE at w0 ≈ 0 and w0 ≈ 24 are
shown in Figure 5, where fit parameters are also summarized.
Clearly, the LE emission decays are biexponential with time,
as the residuals do not contain any nonrandom pattern, and
values for the “goodness of fit parameter” (	2) are close to 1.
While the shorter one between the two time constants obtained
by fitting the LE emission decays at a given pool size is believed
to be associated with the reaction time of the LE f CT
conversion reaction in M6C, the longer time constant reflects
the average time for LE decay to the ground state. Note that
the values of the longer time constant (2.1 and 1.8 ns) at these
two pool sizes are similar to those found for another closely
related TICT molecule, 4-(1-azetidinyl)-benzonitrile (P4C) in
TBA-water solutions at higher TBA mole fractions.50 The
reaction time for the LE f CT conversion reaction in M6C is
∼250 ps at w0 ≈ 24 and ∼1200 ps at w0 ≈ 0. Note here that an
unconstrained biexponential fit to the CT emission decay at w0

≈ 24 has also produced a rise time of 260 ( 20 ps and a long
time constant of about 2 ns. These values are very similar to
the time constants found for the LE emission decay collected
at this pool size (w0 ≈ 24). This has also been observed in earlier
studies with several closely related TICT molecules.45,50,52 The
shorter time constant is indeed then the reaction time for M6C
in these confined environments. Note here that, if the LE
emission decay at w0 ≈ 0 is fitted to a single exponential, the
fit worsens, generating nonrandom patterns at shorter times of
the total decay profile. However, the fit becomes smoother and
the residual more regular if a biexponential function of time is
used. Interestingly therefore, the biexponential behavior of the
decay kinetics for M6C in AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles
also conform to the classical two-state reversible reaction
mechanism as described by Maroncelli and co-workers in ref
45.

The biexponential fit parameters required to fit the LE
emission decays of M6C at seven pool sizes are shown in Figure
6. Note that in the present study the fast time constant is simply
the reaction time, as the decays are all biexponential with time.

While the reaction times (τshort) for M6C in reverse micelles
obtained at different values of w0 are presented in the left panels,
the amplitudes are shown in the right panels of Figure 6. It is
evident from the left-upper panel of Figure 6 that the reaction
is 6 times faster at w0 ≈ 37 than that at w0 ≈ 0, with the
amplitude of the shorter component (ashort) being ∼3 times more
at the largest pool than that at the smallest one. As the pool
size grows bigger, the reaction time decreases simultaneously
with the increase in amplitude of the associated component
(ashort). The growth of the short component (ashort) with pool
size suggests that the reaction is becoming favorable due to
larger change in reaction free energy (-∆Gr ∝ ln ashort/along ).
Therefore, the pool size (w0) dependencies of both the reaction
time and amplitude clearly reflect that the reaction is increasingly
favored as a result of enhanced polarity and better mobility
of the environment as the pool grows in size. Note that the
reaction time at the largest pool is ∼200 ps and is strikingly
close to that (∼190 ps) of P6C in bulk decanol (ε0 ) 7.2) at
room temperature. This similarity in reaction times indicates
that probably both the environment rigidity (via viscosity) and
average polarity play important roles for determining the rates
of such reactions in a given environment.

The reaction times shown in Figure 6 for w0 values ranging
from ∼1 to ∼37 are on the order of few hundreds of
picoseconds, which are many times larger than that at bulk
solvents of comparable polarities. For example, the LE f CT
conversion reaction for M6C in propanol at room temperature
proceeds with a reaction time of approximately 25 ps, which is
also similar to that obtained for P6C in the same solvent at
similar condition.45 The ratio between the reaction rate in reverse
micelles and that in bulk propanol is shown as a function of
pool size in Figure 7. The slowing down of the reaction rate by
a factor of 10-20 between w0 values ∼1 to ∼37 is partially
linked to the slow orientational relaxation time scales of
encapsulated water molecules in these reverse micelles. The
reduced polarity of the solvent pool also contributes significantly
to the slowing down of the formation of the CT state. Note that
the data summarized in Table 1 lead to a longitudinal relaxation
time scale (τL) in the range of 500 ps for dipolar solvation
dynamics in AOT/water reverse micelles. It is therefore likely
that the observed slow reaction times are a manifestation of
slow solvent stabilization of the activated species as well as
that of the charge-transferred product. Since the cavity size is
barely enough for partially accommodating the M6C molecule
along with a few water molecules at w0 ≈ 0, the rotation of the
donating moiety becomes severely restricted. Also, a drastic
reduction in the average polarity in such a small cavity may
not be able to sufficiently stabilize the CT state. Consequently,
the reaction rate at w0 ≈ 0 becomes almost 50 times slower
than that in bulk propanol.

Figure 7. The ratio between the reaction time for M6C at a given
pool (τrxn(w0)) and that in bulk propanol (τrxn(PrOH)) is shown as a
function of pool size, w0. For details, see text.
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IV. Conclusion

The main results of the paper are as follows. A new TICT
molecule has been synthesized, and photophysics and photo-
chemistry have been studied at several pool sizes in AOT/water/
heptane reverse micelles. The net quantum yield of M6C is
found to decrease as the pool size grows in size, whereas the
nonradiative rate increases. The absorption transition moment
remains insensitive to the pool size. The pool size dependencies
of these photophysical quantities appear to be similar to the
alcohol mole fraction dependence of a closely related TICT
molecule in TBA-water mixtures at higher TBA concentra-
tions.50 This similarity suggests the role of the three-dimensional
H-bond network structure of water in determining the photo-
physics of dissolved probes. The average static dielectric
constants of the solvent pools have been estimated from the
emission peak frequencies of a nonreactive probe dissolved in
these microemulsions as well as from the permittivity measure-
ments of reverse micelles using 0.5 M AOT. The estimated bulk
dielectric constant in the confined environment is found to be
drastically different from that of bulk water. The reduction in
average polarity then leads to less production of the CT state
in M6C upon photoexcitation. At the largest pool size (w0 ≈
37), the equilibrium constant (Keq) for the LEf CT conversion
reaction of M6C is found to be 15 times smaller than that in
bulk propanol, whose polarity is comparable to the estimated
polarity at this pool size. The change in reaction free energy
(-∆Gr) are also found to be ∼8 times smaller than that in bulk
propanol. Interestingly, -∆Gr changes sign (from negative to
positive) with the increase in pool size, indicating that the
reaction becomes more favorable at larger w0 values.

The permittivity measurements have been carried out to
estimate the orientational relaxation time scales at different pool
sizes of these reverse micelles with 0.5 M AOT concentration.
The relaxation time scales found in this study lie in the range
of 600-800 ps. These time scales are interpreted as originating
from the slow orientation of the water molecules near the
interface and are also believed to be responsible for the slow
component observed in the time-resolved Stokes shift experi-
ments in confined aqueous media.1–10 The slow orientation of
the solvent molecules is probably also responsible for the
observed slowing down of the LE f CT conversion reaction
for M6C in these reverse micelles. The similarity between the
dielectric relaxation time scales and the reaction times (200-400
ps) seems to provide further support to the assumed coupling
between the slow solvent reorganization and TICT reaction in
confined environments.

As the permittivity measurements were done at 0.5 M AOT
concentration, we investigated the effects of surfactant concen-
tration on the LE f CT reaction of M6C at two representative
pool sizes: w0 ) 7.4 and w0 ) 24.5. The steady-state studies
indicate that at both the pool sizes the absorption and LE peak
frequencies show red-shift by 400-600 cm-1 upon changing
the AOT concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 M. However, the LE
emission band is found to broaden by a similar amount.
Interestingly, the CT shift is much smaller (∼100 cm-1) and
accompanies narrowing by about 800 cm-1 for increasing the
AOT concentration to 0.5 M. The narrowing of the CT band is
the direct effect of the increasing solute-environment interac-
tion46 at higher AOT concentration. The increase in AOT
concentration also enhances the CT population relative to that
of LE, which leads to the enhancement of -∆Gr by a factor of
6 at w0 ) 7.4 and ∼4 at w0 ) 24.5 for changing the AOT
concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 M. The reaction rate, on the other
hand, slows down by ∼70% at w0 ) 7.4 and ∼25% at w0 )

24.5 for increasing the concentration from 0.1 to 0.5 M. The
stronger ion-dipole interactions leading to higher dielectric
friction on the twisting mode as well as further reduced polarity
at higher AOT concentration may be responsible for such a
slowing down of the reaction rate. However, further studies with
several other AOT concentrations and at different pool sizes
are required to understand the surfactant concentration effects
on such reactions.

Since these confined environments are known to possess
strong spatial heterogeneity, the average reaction rate is expected
to be significantly coupled to the location of the TICT molecule
inside the confined solvent pool. For example, if the relatively
stronger ion-dipole interaction makes the TICT molecule reside
near the interface created by the AOT headgroup and polar
solvent molecules, the reaction rate would be largely dictated
by the time scale and polarity of that locality. On the other hand,
if strong dielectric screening and proper solvation drive the
reactant molecule to go into the center of the pool, the enhanced
mobility and increased polarity would render the reaction more
facile and faster. In principle, one can resolve the spatial
heterogeneity of reaction rate by selectively exciting the
population via excitation wavelength dependence study. Such
a study on vibrational dynamics of confined water molecules
has recently been carried out where a moderate dependence on
excitation wavelength is indicated.25,26 Moreover, several recent
studies1–10,16 have suggested the presence of a significant amount
of ultrafast component in aqueous reverse micelles with a time
constant in the range of 30-50 fs. One wonders then how the
ultrafast response would scale with the spatial heterogeneity and
what would be the effects of such ultrafast components on
reactions that possess polar intermediates such as the TICT
reaction? A coupled investigation of ultrafast solvation dynamics
and reaction kinetics is therefore required to fully understand
the environment effects on TICT reactions in these confined
systems. A comparison among time scales measured in qua-
ternary microemulsions,9 lecithin vesicles,16 catanionic42 and
AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles2–10 suggests that solvent
dynamics seems to be the fastest in the quaternary microemul-
sions and lecithin vesicles, and then sequentially comes catan-
ionic and AOT/water/heptane reverse micelles. It would then
be interesting to study whether a TICT reaction picks up the
dynamical modes so neatly and the reaction rate is modified
accordingly. Dynamical solvent control of TICT reaction in other
molecules that possess higher activation energies in these
confined environments might also be interesting.
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